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QR Reader

What is it?
A QR (Quick Response) code is a special kind of barcode, which has encoded in it a URL (web address), text, or other information. QR reader is an app which can be used to scan QR codes on your mobile device.

What can it do?
QR Reader enables you to quickly load a website without having to type in the URL, simply by scanning a QR code. QR codes are often found on posters, newspapers, leaflets and products, to enable you to find out more about a product or service. They can be used in education to provide links to further information on posters or promotional materials, but can also be used for active learning classroom activities for research and group work.

Download it now.
1. Open the App Store or Android market on your phone or tablet, and search for ‘QR Reader’ (we like ‘QR Reader for IPhone’ and ‘QR Code Reader’ (for Android), but there are lots of different ones available). There might even be one pre-installed on your device.

10 Minute Task:
Use the QR Reader on your device to scan the code on the right. This should take you to some interesting resources on the TES website.

You may want to discuss these resources on the ‘QR codes’ discussion forum.

And Finally...

What do you get when you cross a snowman with a vampire?
Frostbite!

QR codes
Use this forum to discuss your experiences with QR codes and QR Reader.

Further Tasks:
Create a QR code to your favourite website, blog or video online.
As course started...

...numbers snowballed
From all corners of the Earth
Dear Santa...
Post what you’d like for Christmas.

Steve
12 shiny iPads
11 Helix servers
10 Cisco routers
9 Blackboard wikis
8 grade mark comments
7 points based rubrics
6 audio comments
5 Gold Rings
4 calling cards
3 french pens
2 turtle necks
and a Turnitin system that works

Kathy
Chocolate & a great family Christmas

Jane B
Lots of catchup sleep please

Fftddftv

Chrissi
good health.

An EZ Robot

Davidh
@Andy Horton
I found World Peas - does that co...
And a PS4

World peace.

John
Doubt you’ll get that last one though...

Celia
Is there a LIKE button?

Here ya go...

ATTACHMENT

Sleep. Please...

Steve
(Yay! Love your 12 wishes!)

This is amazing!

Gar... gimme... gimme...
a fab dinosaur!

Gimme... gimme... gimme...

Debra MA

55 IN

Esther
I would love to have no email...

Coral
SNOW! (And I second the PS4!)

I wanted a PS4...
... not four peas!

A pony!

PS4 Laptop

36 hours in a day
For life and work and the chance to have fun in both please
“the discussion was definitely very useful; they provided a stimulus for others to say “that’s great”, or “it’s not very good”, or “have you tried this one instead”. It’s a bit like a conference... the presentations are needed to generate the discussion”.

Personally, I was particularly impressed with how transferrable it was. As well as being an open resource, the underlying model of the course could be applied in any context. It took a number of different elements of good practice from across the sector and brought them together into something new and fresh (Jade Kelsall).

It was very well thought-out, well packaged and fun! The number and range of participants that the course attracted, both nationally and internationally is a testament to how easy you made it for people to engage in the course (Michelle Schneider)
Credo Award
and "Christmas 2.0"
Further Plans

#RUL12AоС #RULb4b #RULdr
Over to you
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